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Purpose

User Defined Dimensions (UDDs) allow a user to define a measurable subset within a group of items chosen from 
a dimension.  This subset can be accounts, brands or even states.  With a UDD the user can measure one subset 
against another subset and/or the balance of the dimension e.g. PacNW States vs reset of Control States.

Creating a User Defined Dimension (UDD)
1. Open Divebook for Virginia Account Level Monthly
2. Dive on Premise Indicator and create a Quickview (QV) Pulldown.  
3. Choose On Premise from the QV
4. Dive on Store Name and multi-tab city or identifying feature (zip)
5. Sort by descending volume (or by city or zipcode) to enable easier identification of target accounts,delete

unwanted columns (units, retail dollars etc) and add the measure you need to identify the accounts e.g. 9L 
R12TY (you may also want to define a category first such as Tequila)

6. Right click on anywhere on the tabular and choose “Create User Defined Dimension”

7.  In the dialogue box that appears name both your 
UDD and the “Undefined Values” in this example 
BOM = Balance of Market
8.  Click OK



9.  This returns the tabular and adds a column with your UDD name in the top and initially all items in the 
tabular as BOM.

10.  From here you can double click in any of the highlighted cells and change the name to “Target” as an 
example.

11. After selections have been made (you can have more 
than one choice e.g. Target A, Target B etc) right click 
anywhere on the tabular to bring back the menu.

12. Click on Commit User Defined Dimension followed by 
another right click and Close User Defined Dimension

13. Save the Marker!
14. Your UDD will appear at the bottom of “Other 

Dimensions” in the console.
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Edit a User Defined Dimension
1. Right click anywhere on the tabular to bring up the menu.
2. Choose “Edit User Defined Dimension” and choose the name of the UDD you chose in Step 7.
3. Make changes and “Commit” followed by “Close” (Steps 12 & 13)

Making multiple target accounts or changes to your UDD
1. Follow steps 1 – 9 or “Edit User Defined Dimension” 

Right click anywhere on the tabular and choose “Copy 
Window”.  This copies the window you are working on 
which you can then paste into excel.

2. When in excel you can make multiple changes (in 
example below in column B) by “copy and paste”, “drag 
down” etc but make sure you do not change the order
that the accounts appear on the page

4. When all changes have been made copy the 
column details from excel         (the full column not 
including the heading) and paste back into the 
exact same cell in Spectre
In the example to the right the accounts were 
changed to NoVA or SoVA target accounts rather 
than just Target

5.  Follow steps 12 & 13 by “Commit” and “Close” 
the UDD and SAVE!!!
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Your User Defined Dimension is found at the bottom of the “Other Dimensions” console folder.  You can 
use this as a primary dive or a multi-tab.
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